
                                         Parents’ Council General Membership 

Meeting Minutes 

October 14, 2015 

 

 

 
Call to Order 9:30 am 

 

Jennifer Melton, Parents’ Council President: 

 Pledge of Allegiance 

 CCSF has had a 40% increase and 36 schools received grants. 

 On December 8th CCSF will have an alumni get together at The Dome to celebrate Colorado 

Gives Day. 

 Cardboard Challenge was a success and there are pictures on website. 

 Clarification for need of generic and permanent emails for PTCO: need is for a seamless 

transition through the years, please keep what you have in place or we can help set up a new 

one as we are just trying to do away with personal email addresses. 

 Treasurer Workshop reminder on 10/15/15 at SARC 

 Teacher Award Info at Laredo and would like to see more elementary participation. 

 CCCLN Meeting 10/15 and Special Ed Advisory Meeting 

 

Janise McNally: 

 3500 came out in support of the 15th Annual Fun Run held on September 12th at Stutler Bowl. 

 Watched video collection of the day which is up on the website. 

 

501c3 CAP Board Presentation: 

 Board thanked the community for making this happen and presented a check to CCSD 

Wellness Office for 50K.  

 

Randy Perlis from Board of Education: 

 Big thank you to CAP Board and recognition of how much time and energy goes into putting 

the festival on. 

 Reminder of upcoming school board election and the importance of election and casting your 

vote. Keys to a successful school board are the ability to be very collaborative, patient and 

caring for our large school district. All mail in ballot, its district wide and everyone can vote. 

There will be a lot of major decisions coming up in the next few years and we will need a very 

strong board to keep our district strong and healthy so please mail in ballots immediately. 

Urges to go to website and listen to candidate forums regarding their different issues. 

 

Board of Education Candidates: 

 Two-minute introduction from the three candidates running in upcoming election: David 

Aarestad; Matt Batcho (represented by Jennifer Churchfield) and Janice McDonald. 

 

CCSD Performance Improvement Learning Team: Comprehensive, Balanced Assessment 

System Presentation: 

 Norman, in assessment for 15 years, says we have relied too much on state assessment to tell us 

about us our schools – not a good model – we need to bring down to the classroom. Statewide 

this doesn’t provide much meaning for our teachers; there has been a pushback from districts 
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across the state to shifting model from state level requirement to what we can do to help 

teachers in the classroom. 

 Mary Shea – asks to look at the 6 pictures to determine what we think of when we think of 

assessment. Look to child thinking or the children with the laptop. All the photos represent 

varied forms of assessment that teachers look at everyday. I use the example of a three legged 

stool: first leg is looking at the student to the self similar to pediatrician appointment in terms 

of measurement of growth - look at child at beginning of year to end and what they know now 

and how will they perform in January to end of year if they stay on current path of growth - 2nd 

leg student to compared to other students - physician growth chart example ... what is one 

compared to the other performing on their own but compared to their peers  - 3rd leg is how is 

my student performing compared to that standard or benchmarks? Like a pediatrician milestone 

example ... expectations and standards.  Another way to think of this as formative, interim 

summative assessments - qualitative and quantitative data points - equally important - all make 

up comprehensive assessments. 

 ACT Aspire: Past common assessments create on their own and don’t get measure across district - new 

interim assessment to align with importance in our community - which was ACT when Explore test was 

available then went away - Aspire at high school level and is desired in the community - challenge 

through leadership to form task force to align current assessment to what high schools are doing and 

11th graders taking ACT. 

 Full system with interim and summative assessments that also align to state standards - early indicators 

of student progress. 

 Implementation - computer based, multiple choice, administer in fall and winter, grades 3 through 7 

versus 3 through 10, which is available, takes 45 minutes or less, not intended for school or educator 

accountability. 

 Aspire: computer based, multiple choice, constructed response, technology enhanced items - predictive 

of ACT, is administered in late fall for grades 8, 9 and 10 (available 3-10), is 60 minutes or less per 

reading, math and science and 35 minutes or less for English assessment. 

 Cognitive of data that gets loaded into system - ability to choose not to load data. Parents think too 

many tests. Have flexibility to control data within district assessments but cannot with state.  

 Floyd: CMAS/ PARCC Changes: SLIDES ATTACHED  

 CCSD 2021: change in statute required to graduate and an additional requirement in English and math 

... state approved indicators ... the state issued competency required but does not replace seat time 

requirement that is highly valued and additional piece is validity check on how students are performing 

in order to graduate Goal for formative and interim with ACT/ ACT Aspire to be summative. 

 PARCC to look like paper/ pencil: state requirement to have one ... the opportunity must be available 

should a parent request and also gives space to those who have no access to computer. 

 Shifted to ACT Aspire more to align with expectations that we value in community. MAP was 

transitioning to state standards and not giving valuable info as to what was going in on classroom - saw 

MAP as percentile to student performing in relation to other students - 2nd year of Aspire - get how 

students are doing within that system and understand what those levels are in relation to some 

summative assessment - getting better alignment to what is happening in classroom and how well 

students are progressing. 

 Conclude with thank you to all in attendance. 

 

Meeting Adjourned at 10:50 am. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Deidre Stapen 


